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I. INTRo~ucT10hl 
In Quantum Field Theory, Hamiltonians and fields are usually 
given as “formal” operators which can be expressed in terms of a 
family of canonical operators, {qk}& , {P~}$!=~ , which are supposed 
to satisfy the canonical commutation relations: 
kk ,411 = 0 = [Pk 9 Al, kk , PiI = i&d . (*I 
We list the following examples: 
t2) f bkPk 
k-l 
(3) f ak!?k + bkpk 
k=l 
(4) i wk(Pk2 + qk2) + akqk4 
k=l 
(5) i wk(pk2 + !?k’) + 2 dkzmn4kPz4tn!ln 
k=l k,Z,m,n=l 
({aS, &J, +4c~? Vklmn~ are sequences of real numbers). The mathe- 
matical problem of making sense out of these formal operators has 
two parts. First, one must find a Hilbert space, X, and self-adjoint 
operators {q&L , {P k k >“= 1 on X such that (*) is true in a rigorous 
sense (such a structure is called a representation of the canonical 
commutation relations). Secondly, in such a representation one must 
look at the formal field and Hamiltonian operators themselves and 
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determine whether the infinite sums converge in some sense and if so, 
whether the limits are self-adjoint. The first part of the problem was 
solved by Garding and Wightman [2] who classified all the represen- 
tations of an exponential form of the relations (*). Much is known 
about the structure of these representations, in particular about an 
important subclass called the infinite tensor product representations. 
In this paper we show how to handle the convergence and self- 
adjointness questions for diagonal sums of self-adjoint operators 
(e.g., (l)-(4)) in the tensor product representations. 
In Section 2 we discuss the self-adjointness of the sum xr==, A,< 
assuming that it converges suitably. The main result is Theorem 2.2 
which gives an explicit domain of essential self-adjointness for 
C:=i A, . It is not hard to see that given any sequence of self-adjoint 
operators (Ak}~=i , there always exists a sequence of numbers {&.}~=i , 
and an infinite tensor-product space X such that Cr=,(A, - h,) is 
self-adjoint on X. In Section 3 we investigate under what conditions 
the sequence {Xk}~=r ( enormalizing constants) and the space X (a 
particular representation of the canonical commutation relations 
(CCR)) are unique. 
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to some problems in the foundations 
of Field Theory. In Section 4 we investigate three questions: (1) 
How large or small are the test function spaces for fields in different 
representations ? (2) What are the continuity properties of the map 
from test functions to fields ? (3) Can one find a common domain of 
essential self-adjointness for the fields ? For example we prove that 
in the representations with bounded occupation numbers, all the 
fklds df ), 4.f ), f ELM h ave a common domain, D, of essential 
self-adjointness and if fk d ““‘) f then y(fic) converges strongly to 
q(f) on D. This extends recent work of J. Chaiken [I]. 
In Section 5 we solve the field equation (@ + m2) ~(x, t) = 0 in 
all representations with polynomially bounded occupation numbers 
and investigate the regularity properties of the solution. 
In Section 6 we briefly describe how to apply the self-adjointness 
theorems to certain kinds of nondiagonal examples like 5). We use 
freely the notation and results of von Neumann’s theory of infinite 
tensor-product spaces [6] which is briefly described in the Appendix. 
2. ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS 
Let {Hk}& be separable Hilbert spaces, {A~}~Dl operators, A, 
self-adjoint on Hk . D(A,) will always denote the domain of A,, 
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De(&) a domain on which A, is essentially self-adjoint. Let H = @ Hk 
be the infinite tensor product of the spaces Hk . H can be expressed 
as a direct sum (uncountable) of sub-Hilbert spaces H(X) where 
x = @ Xk 3 Xk E Hk 7 hk /I = 1 and H(x) is the closure of the finite 
span of {# = @ $I, ; $k E Hk , *k = Xk for K > N (arbitrary)}. A, 
acts on each of the spaces H(X) in a natural way (on the Kth 
component). The problem then is: On which of the spaces H(X), if 
any, can we make sense of the infinite sum C$=r A, ? 
We begin with the finite dimensional case. 
LEMMA 2.1. As an operator on @kN,l Hk , xtzl A, is essentially 
self-adjoint on De, the jinite span of 
Proof. We first show that Cz=‘=, A, is essentially self-adjoint on 
D, the finite span of {# = @f=r$k ; #k E D(A,)}. Let #k be a finite 
vector for A, of norm one, i.e., Ek[-Mk , Mk] $bk = ybk for some Mk 
where Ek[p, V] are the spectral projectors of A, . Let II, = @kN,r #k ; 
then $ E D and 
Thus, 
for all s which shows that 4 is an analytic vector for Cc=, A, . Since 
the set finite linear combinations of such # are dense in D, Cc=1 A, 
is essentially self-adjoint on D [.5]. 
Let v E @kN,r Hk , then there exists 
such that MC& A, i- i) # - v II < E. Choose {#$$=r such that 
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and 
Let *” = Cf=r al @,EI *F,k . Then z,P E De for all n and for large 
enough n,, , 
Thus, Cr=‘=, A + i has a dense range on De. Since the same proof 
works for ErrI A, - i, & A, is essentially self-adjoint on D. 
Suppose that there is a c,-vector q~ = @ qk in H(x) such that 
vk E De(A,) for all lz and lim,,, Cz=r Akq exists as N -+ co (we will 
call q~ a strong convergence vector for {Ak}rqr on H(X)). Let D, be the 
finite span of the set (4 = @ $k , $k E De(Ak), & = vk for k > N 
(arbitrary)}. Then D, is a dense subset of H(X) and Cz=‘=, A converges 
strongly on D, as N -+ co. We denote the strong limit on D, by A, * 
THEOREM 2.2. suppose q~ is a strong convergence vector for {Ak>& 
on H(X), then A, is essentially self-adjoint on D, . 
Proof. To show that A, is essentially self-adjoint on D, it is 
sufficient to show that any vector of the form 
*=$j#i@ 6 Ff 
i=l i=N,+l 
can be approximated by a vector in (A, -& i) D (since finite linear 
combinations of such 4 are dense in H(X)). Let rlN, , N, > Nr , be 
a vector in @rzI Hk made of a finite linear combination of vectors 
of the form & @ *** @ /INa where i3i E De(Ai), i = 1, 2 ,..., N, . Let 
7 = TN, @ @i”,N2+lP)i - Then q E D, and we have 
II&% f 4 7 - II, IIHM 
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Now, 4 and 4 are given. Choose N, such that 
Then for any 77 of the 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
From Lemma 2.1 we know that C iikl A, is essentially self-adjoint 
on the finite span of the set {@I::, & , /Ik E D(A,)} so we can choose 
a vector, call it &, , in this set such that 
where I& is the resolvent of xi:, A, at &ti applied to tiNI. 
Let $ = ’ ’ TN, @ @%=N,fl qk * 
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Then $ E D, and 
Since the norm of the resolvent of Czil A, at fi is <l we have: 
Therefore, jl(A, f i) 7$ - # /I < 2 )( rp 11 E + 2~~ + 4~ 11 II, 11. Since E is 
arbitrary and y and I/J are given, we have shown that the range of 
(A, f i) is dense on D, . 
If CP and ZJ are both strong convergence vectors for {Ak}j& on H(X) 
then D, and Dti are disjoint so that it is a priori possible that defining 
xzzl A, as the closure of A, might give a different operator than the 
closure of A, . But, this difficulty does not occur. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let v and $ be strong convergence vectors for {Ak}& 
on H(x). Then the closure of A, equals the closure of A, . 
,Proof. For each N, cf, A, is essentially self-adjoint on D, and 
&2l A, converges to A, strongly on D, . Therefore by the Trotter- 
Kato theorem the group generated by Cz-‘=, A, ID converges strongly 
to the group generated by 
generated by &r A, I,,$ 
the closure of A, . %imilarly, the group 
converges to the group generated by the 
closure of A, . Since 
the groups generated by the closures of A, and A, are identical. 
Therefore the closure of A, equals the closure of A, . 
rZnother method for defining ~~=r A, is due to L. Streit [9]. Let 
Uk(t) be the group generated by A, on Hk , Then U(t) = @km,r UJt) 
is a well-defined unitary one-parameter group (not continuous) 
on the entire inseparable space H = @ Hk . If U(t) is reduced by 
any separable subspace H(X) and if U(t)l,b) is strongly continuous 
we can define C& A, on H(X) as the infinitesimal generator of 
U(t)l,(,, . The following theorem is a straightforward generalization 
of a theorem of Streit. Proofs may be found in his paper [9]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let c > 0 and a c,,-vector x = Q xk E H be given. 
Then for all t, U(t) is reduced by H(X) and U(t)/,(,) is a continuous 
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one-parameter unitary group if and only ;f the following three conditions 
are satis$ed: 
(1) f I(AkEk[-c, cl Xk 9 xk)i < co 
k*l 
(2) i (-h2Ek[-C, cl xk 3 Xk) < o2 
k=l 
(3) f ((I - E”[--c, cl) Xk , Xk) < 00 
k=l 
where Ek[p, V] are the spectralprojectors of A, . If the conditions (l)-(3) 
are satisJied, then U(t)/,(,) is the strong Zimit of @fcl Uk(t) as N --+ co. 
COROLLARY 2.5. The conditions (l)-(3) are satisJied if and only 
if there exists a c,-vector v = @ yk in H(X) such that yk E D(A,) and 
We remark that the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that if U(t) is 
reduced by H(X) then the restriction is continuous and U(t)IH(x) is 
the strong limit of @kN,1 exp(itAJ on H(X). The following theorem 
shows that the method of defining ~~I=, A, via Theorem 2.4. is 
weaker than the method of defining Cp=r A, via Theorem 2.2 in the 
sense that if U(t) is reduced by H(x) then there exists a strong 
convergence vector for {Ak}~zl in H(X) but the converse is not true. 
Nevertheless, Theorem 2.4 is very useful because of the explicitness 
of the conditions (l)-(3). 
THEOREM 2.6. U(t) is reduced by H(X) if and only if there exists a 
strong convergence vector, q~ = Q vpk , for {A,&& on H(x) satisfying 
(2.1) 
in which case the closure of A, is the injinitesimal generator of U(t)/,(,) . 
If the A, are positive, the statement is true without the Condition (2.1). 
Proof. Suppose U(t) is reduced by H(X). Corollary 2.5 gives us 
the existence of a c,,-vector, v = @ 9)k , in H(X) satisfying 
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+ i II APi !I2 n II ~tc 112* (2.2) 
i=?n kfi 
Since n& 11 v’k II2 and nr,i,j 11 qli lj2 are uniformly bounded 
(1 ci=, A,p, /I can be made as small as we like for m and n large enough. 
Thus g, is a strong convergence vector for {Ak}$‘i on H(x) and it 
satisfies (2.1). By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, the operators 
C:--‘=, A, , N = 1, 2 ,..., 00, are all essentially self-adjoint on D, . 
Since C$==l A, converges strongly to cF=i A, on D, , the Trotter-Kato 
Theorem implies that the group generated by Cc=, A,, namely 
@$=I exp(itA,), converges strongly to the group generated by 
X$=1 A, . But since U(t) is reduced by H(x), @kN,i exp(itA,) converges 
strongly to U(t)l,(,, , which shows that the closure of C& AkID, is 
the generator of U(t)j,(,, . 
Conversely if v is a strong convergence vector for {Ak)& on H(x) 
the left side of (2.2) can be made arbitrarily small for large m, n. 
If in addition v satisfies (2.1) the first term on the right of (2.2) can 
be made small which implies that the second term will also be small 
for large n, m. Thus CF=, j/ Ak~k II2 < co and the conditions of 
Corollary 2.5 are satisfied which proves that U(t) is reduced by 
H(x)* 
On the other hand, if v is any c,-vector we can choose n/r such that 
k > M implies 4 < 11 r~+ /I < 2. Thus for m, n > M 
So if F is a strong convergence vector, c& (Akvk , q~.) < CD. There- 
fore if the A, are positive we need not assume (2.1). 
The following simple example illustrates the conditions in Theorem 
2.6. Let A, = [(-l)k/k] II, , Ik the identity operator on Hk . Let x 
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be any CO-vector in H. Then every co-vector in H(x) is a strong 
convergence vector for {Ak}& on H(x) since 
But U(t) = @“i exp(z?[(- l)“/k]) is not reduced by H(x) because 
U(t) x is not equivalent to x since 
gl 1 1 - (ev(it[(-l)k/kl xk , xk>l = co. 
Clearly C&(Akxk , xJ < 013 but Ckml 16%~~ , xJI = ~0. 
Remark. A third method for defining CF=r A, on H(X) is to look 
for weak convergence vectors. If &(Appk, yk) < 00 for some 
c,-vector v = @ yk in H(X) then the form B(#, 7) = Cr&Ak#, r]) 
makes sense for Ijl, 7 E D, . If B(+, q) is semi-bounded we can define 
zzSl A, as the Friedrichs’ extension of B(rjr, 7). This method will be 
investigated in a subsequent paper. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
In Quantum Field Theory one is often given a sequence of operators 
RX--I and the first step is to find a space H(X) on which C,“=i A, is 
well-defined. It is therefore important to know whether such a space 
exists and whether it is unique. Let o(A,) denote the spectrum of A, 
and define 7% = inf{( X j ; h E a(A,)). Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A suflcient condition that {An)& have at least 
one strong convergence vector in H = @& H, is that {TV}& E II . 
It follows that for any sequence of self-adjoint operators {A,)& , there 
exists a sequence of numbers {pn}& and a CO-vector x such that 
CzSl(An - pLlt) is self-adjoint on H(x). 
Proof. Let xn be any vector of norm one in the range of 
E”[-Tn - (1 /n2), T, + (l/n”)]; P[p, V] denotes a spectral projector 
OfA, . Then xn E WL) and II A,x, II < 7n + (l/n”). If x = CK1 xn , 
then 
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so x is a strongc onvergence vector for {A,]& . For an arbitrary 
sequence {&};=i we need only choose pn so that zero is in the 
spectrum of A, - pll to insure that {A, - ~cL12}~z1 has a strong 
convergence vector. 
Suppose the A, are all semi-bounded (from below) and define 
Kn = inf(h; X E a($)}. Then A, - Km has zero as the lowest point in 
its spectrum so C&A, - K,) will be semi-bounded (in fact positive) 
on any space where Cz==,(A, - K,) exists. Suppose that a sequence 
of real numbers {q,};=r , satisfies C,“=, yn < co. It is easy to see that 
if q is a strong convergence vector for (A, - K~}& on H(x), then p 
will also be a strong convergence vector for (A, - (K~ - qn)}& on 
H(F) and C~&L - (G - rln)) will be semi-bounded. Similarly, if 
x,,“i / 7% i < co and UK(t) = @I& exp(it(A, - K,)) is reduced by 
some H(x), then W+n(t) = @z=r exp(it(A, - K, + TV)) is reduced 
by H(x) and its generator is semi-bounded. The converses of these 
two statements show that if we require semi-boundedness the 
SeqUenCe (Kn}~zl is, in a SenSe, UUiqUe. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {pn}& be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers, 
H(x) an in.nite tensor product space, then, 
(A) If y is a strong convergence vector for {A, - F$=~ on 
H(x) and C,“=dA, - 1-4 is semi-bounded, then q~ is a strong convergence 
vector for {A, - K,}& , C:=,(K, - pn) < a3 and 
(3.1) 
(B) If Uu(t) = @,“=1 exp(it(A, - pn)) is reduced by H(x) and 
its generator is semi-bounded, then UK(t) is reduced by H(x), 
C,“=I 1 K, - plz ( < CO, and (3.1) holds. 
Proof. We prove (A) first. If ‘p = @‘& vn is a strong convergence 
vector for (A, - pn}& on H(X) then SO is q = @j”=i(yJl qj II), so 
we may assume 11 ~j 11 = 1. Suppose Cpl(pj - K~) is not conditionally 
convergent. Then there exists E,, > 0 such that for all M > 0 there 
exist m, n > M SO that 1 CLm(~j - Kj)l > Ed . Since q is a strong 
convergence vector for {Aj - /+}& , B=l((Aj - PjFLj) ~j , yj) is 
conditionally convergent (see the proof of Theorem 2.6). Choose M, 
such that m, n > M implies ( C;“=,((Aj - pj) vj , vj)l < l o/4. NOW 
choose a sequence of pairs of integers {(ml, n,)}& such that 
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and / ~F&,(K~ - pj)J > co . Because 
jg 
1 
((4 - Pi) 9Jj , cpi> / = / 2 ((4 - 4 $5 2 74 + 2 (“i - t4 / < COP 
j=m 1 j-m 1 
we must have C~‘,,(K~ - pj) < ---Ed since Aj - K~ is positive. Thus, 
the spectrum of x$JAi - pj) on @y& Hi contains points < - co . 
By Lemma 2.1, we can choose a finite linear combination, #“, I\ $J~ I\ = 1, 
of product vectors in 
such that 
Then by Theorem 2.2, 
and 
XL~D (&4i -pi), llxLll = 1 
Since the second term on the right converges and in t,he first term L 
is arbitrary, we have shown that the spectrum of &I Aj - pj on 
H(X) is unbounded below which contradicts the hypothesis of (A). 
Thus &(q - pi) converges conditionally. The rest of (A) follows 
trivially. 
To prove (B) we observe that if vu(t) is reduced by H(X) then by 
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Theorem 2.6, {Aj - pj}& has a strong convergence vector, q, in 
H(x) satisfying 
Suppose x,j”=, 1 K~ - pj / = 00 and let P = (i; q - pj 3 O}. Then 
&+p(Kj - pj) < 00 since otherwise 
Therefore &p(Kj - pj) = -CO. For j E P, define $j = qj , and 
for j E P choose tii so that ((Ai - pj) #i , $i) < &j - ~j). 
Let XL = @kl & @ $&+r vj , then xL E D(C&(Aj - &) and 
GA% - Pi) XL> x”) can be made as small as we like. Since by 
Theorem 2.6 Cj”=i A, - pJ is the infinitesimal generator of UU(t)l,(,) , 
th$ contradicts the semi-boundedness hypothesis in (B). Thus 
Ifk;;; Ki - t~j / < 00 and the rest of the statements in (B) follow 
We now restrict our attention to the sequence {A, - K~}&. 
Since A, - K, is positive, {A, - K~}& will have a strong convergence 
vector in a space H(X) if and only if P(t) is reduced by H(x). So, when 
either condition is satisfied we will say merely that &(An - K,) is 
self-adjoint on H(X). Now, suppose x and x’ are weakly equivalent 
CO-vectors, x M x’, then there is a sequence of complex numbers 
kR~l=l,/%L = 1, such that @,“=1 znx - @& xn’ (strong equiv- 
alence). If V(t) is 
c-, I 1 - uLb(t) 
reduced by W(x), then U(t) x - x and 
xn , x,)1 -=I ~0 where Urn(t) = exp(k(A, - K~)). 
But, then C,“=i 1 1 - (U%(t) x,x, , x,x,)] < CO which proves that 
U(t) @;=I x,x, - @& xnxn . Since @z=i x,x, is a co-vector in 
H(x’) this implies (see the proof of Theorem 2.4) that U(t) is reduced 
by H(x’). In other words, if C,“_l(An - K,) is self-adjoint on a space 
H(x), then Fonda, - 4 is also self-adjoint on all spaces, H&‘), 
generated by CO-vectors which are weakly equivalent to x. We will 
call such spaces weakly equivalent to H(x). The question then arises 
under what conditions is C,“=,(A, - K,) self-adjoint on only one 
weak equivalence class of spaces. In the case of interest to Quantum 
Field Theory each weak equivalence class corresponds to a different 
representation of the canonical commutation relation [4], so we are 
asking under what conditions is C,“=l A, - K, well-defined and self- 
adjoint in one and only one tensor product representation of the 
canonical commutation relations. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let K, = info(A,), then xzLI A,, - K, is self- 
adjoint on a unique weak equivalence class of spaces, H(X), if and onZy 
if both of the following conditions hold; 
(a) For all but a finite number of n, K, is an isolated point spectrum 
of A, of multiplicity one. 
(b) Let r, = inf{h; )I E o(A,), A # K,}, then 
MT” - Kn)1’2>L, E 4 = > {IlJnmpl E z2 
for any sequence of numbers {TV,,}& . 
Proof. We will prove the necessity of (a) and (b) first. Choose xnl 
and xn2 in the range of E”[un , K, i- (l/n’)] on H, , Ii xnl 11 = ii xn2 11 = 1, 
and if possible orthoganal. Then it is easy to see that both 
x’ = c3iL Xn’ and x2 = @,“=r xR2 will be strong convergence vectors 
for (A, - K&?-I . However, if for more than a finite number of n, 
K, is not isolated or has multiplicity greater than one, then x1 & x2 
which shows that (a) is necessary. 
To simplify the proof we now assume that all K, are isolated point 
spectrum of multiplicity one (only the behavior of the spectrum of 
A,, for large n matters). Suppose a sequence {/.L%}& existed such that 
k.Fil $1, but (~~(7~ - &1’2}:zl E 1, . We may assume I CL~ i < 1. 
II = (1 - 1 pn 12)1/2, ,ynl = E”[K,] H, , jl x1 II = 1, and 
xn2 EEnkn ,G + (l/n”)1 4, , II xn2 II = 19 
and set X,” = A,x,l + pmxn2. Then 
Since g=,((A, - K,) xn3, x,“) < 00, there exists M such that 
n >, M implies (1 D[un , K, + l] xn3 II 2 &. For n < M set x,,* = xn3 
and for n 2 M set x4 = E”[K~, K, + I] xn3, and let x4 = @& xn4. Then, 
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so x4 - x3. But for n 2 M, ((A, - G) xn4, x,“) < ((A, - K,) xn3, xn3) 
and ((An - %J2 xn4, x,“) < (6% - %) Xn4, Xa”)- Thus 
g1 (G% - 4 xn4, x?s4) < CQ and sl ((4 - 4” xn4, xn4) < CQ 
Corollary 2.5 shows that CzEI(A, - K,) is self-adjoint on 
H(X4) = H(X3). ~,“&%z - ‘%a) is trivially self-adjoint on H(xl). 
Now, (xl, x3) = lX&,‘, %xnl + ,sx,“) = Il,“=l I A, I which con- 
verges absolutely if and only if X$1 j 1 - 1 A, / I < a. But we 
assumed (~~}~U1 $1, which implies that 
il I 1 - I A, II = !l I 1 - (1 - I Pn 12F2 I = 00. 
Therefore II # H(x3) and uniqueness does not hold. Thus (b) 
is necessary. 
Now, suppose (a) and (b) are true (again for simplicity we assume 
the condition in (a) holds for all n). Suppose C,“=,(A, - K,) is self- 
adjoint on H(x5). Then there exists a c,,-vector x6 = @& xn6 E H(x6) 
such that ~~=r((A, - K,) x,~, xn6) < CO. N?w, xn6 can be written 
Xn6 = Lxnl +~L,x,7whereI~,/2+/~~/2=1,(~,--K,)~n1=0, 
Xn’ E WTn 3 a>, II x72’ II = II xnl II = 1. 
But, 
((An - ‘h) Xn’, X,“) = 1 Pn 1’ j,,,% 6’ - Kn)&(&“Xn’, Xn’) 3 1 Pn I2 kn - ‘d 
Thus C,“I I A 12(7, - Kn) < 00 so by (b) we must have (p,}& E Z2 .
However, this implies x:,“=l 1 1 - (1 - j pn /2)1/2 j < CO so 
fll I(xnl, x7z6)l = jj (1 - I E”n 12Y2 
converges which implies H(X’) % H(x6). Thus, x:,“E1(An - K,) is 
self-adjoint on one and only one weak equivalence class of spaces. 
4. LARGE AND SMALL TEST FUNCTION SPACESFOR QUANTUM FIELDS 
Let H = @=,L2(R,), where R, denotes a copy of the real 
numbers. If qn denotes multiplication by x, on L2(R,) and p, the 
operator (1 /i) d/dx, , then the set of operators {pn , p,}& is a represen- 
tation of the CCR on each of the separable subspaces H(X) C H. 
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The representations on two spaces H(X) and H(x’) are equivalent if 
and only if x is weakly equivalent to X’ [4J ; by equivalence we mean 
that there exists a unitary operator U : H(X) ---f H(x’) such that 
!7klHW = U4klH(x) U-l and J&(~,) = U’kIH(x) U-l. Now, if 
a = {a,>~=, is any sequence of real numbers we can choose a 
representation such that ~(a) = C,“=r a,q, is self-adjoint (see 
Proposition 3.1), but in Field Theory the question arises from a 
different point of view. In a given representation we wish to know for 
what sequences, a = {a,}& , ~(a) is self-adjoint and what are the 
properties of the map a + ~(a) (the sequences (an}$r correspond to 
the test functions with which the field is smeared in the usual 
formulation). Similar questions arise for the conjugate momentum, 
4b) = C,“=I 0, - In this section we will use as a criterion for the 
self-adjointness of ~~=r A, the more restrictive conditions of Theorem 
2.4 (instead of Theorem 2.2). This is convenient because we get 
nicer test sequence spaces: For example, it is not hard to construct 
a representation where {u,q,},“,l satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
2.4 if and only if {an}zE1 E Zr but {anqn}& satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 2.2 if and only if C,“=, a, is conditionally convergent. 
DEFINITION. We denote by ~(y, x), 7(~, x), T(A, x), respectively 
sets of sequences such that ~(a), ~(a), or in general C,“=, anAn is 
self-adjoint on H(X). 
From the conditions in Theorem 2.4, it is easy to see that T(A, x) 
will always be a linear space which contains the finite sequences. 
Let S = (u = {aJ& ; /I a 11: = C,“=, / a, I2 (1 + n)r < co for all 
positive integers r}. With the semi-norms, II * llr , S is locally convex, 
we denote its strong dual by 5”. It is not hard to see that S’ is just the 
set of sequences {a,>~=, with I a, 1 < (1 + n)” for some positive 
integer r. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let {A,}~zl, A, self-adjoint on H, , and 
Hh) C @,“=1 H, be given. Then 
(A) T(X, A) 2 S ;f and onZy if there exists a c,,-vector 
~=&n~wx) such that q&$ E D(A,) and {II &pm IIXL E S’. 
12=1 
In this case there exists a domain, D, on which each of the family of 
operators {C,“=l amAn ; {a&k E S> is essentially self-adjoint. Further- 
more, if akE S and ak+ a ES then C,“=, ankAn + C,“=l a,A, 
strongly on D. 
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(B) T(A, x) 2 s’ q and onb $ there exists a CO-vector 
Y = 6 % E H(X) 
?Z=l 
such that vn E D(A,) and (11 A,?, @zl E S. In this case, there exists 
a domain D on which all the operators of the family 
are essentially self-adjoint. Furthermore if ay is a net in S’ which con- 
verges weakly to a E S’ then C,“=, a,vA, converges strongly to C,“=, anA, 
on D. 
Proof. We prove (A) first. Suppose v E H(x), pn E D(A,) and 
jl A,R, ll>z==, 6 S’. Th en for some positive integer r and constant 
, 
d(n + 1)’ 3 jm A2 4(4”%2 ,94 3 (n + 1)2”+1’ 1 4vG”~TI 9 %a)- --m lAl>(l+nY+~ 
Choose I> 2 and define q& = E”[-(1 + n)r+l, (I + n)‘+l] qua. 
Then 
t,h, E D(A,i) for all j, and since I[ A,#, (j < (/ A,?, (1 we have 
(II A,#, ll}L E S’. Thus, if (an}& E S, 
(since 1) #, 1) is bounded) and C,“_,(A,%,b~ , 4,) < CO. Therefore by 
Corollary 2.5, C,“=r anAn is self-adjoint on H(X) which implies 
T(X, A) 2 S. 
Suppose 7(x, A) 2 S and that for each positive integer r, 
There exists an integer k, such that 2-r JlnlanI d,(EPx, , x,) >, +. 
Having chosen AI+, > k, so that x$!&,+, fiA,anL+I d,(E,“x, , x,) 3 h, 
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define a sequence a, = l/n’+l, for k, < ft < kr,, ; then {an}& E S 
and 
But, this violates Condition (3) of Theorem 2.4 which must hold 
since x:,“==l anAn is self-adjoint on H(X). Thus, there exists an r such 
that 
fs 4uvxn > xn) -=c al. (4.1) n=1 Ill>d 
Let M be an integer such that n > M implies 
and define v,,, to be any vector in D(A,) if n < M and 
Pn = En[--nr, n’] xn if 71 > M. Then, (4.1) implies that 
P = i$ TPpl~~(X) 
n=1 
and since 11 A,cp, 11 < nr we have (11 A,v, /I}& E 5”. This completes 
the proof of the if-and-only-if statement of (A). 
If the condition of (A) holds, then the vector $ = @,“=r $n 
(constructed above) is a strong convergence vector for all of the 
operators {X:,“=l anAn , {a,}iL E S} since & I((wV A , #,)I < 0~) 
j= 1,2. ByTh eorem 2.2 they are all essentially self-adjoint on D, , 
the domain generated by IJ. Suppose ak -% a as k --t co and let 
r E D, . Then q has the form q = vM @&+r 1G;, where qlw is a finite 
sum of vectors in D(A,) Q --* @ D(A,). Let bmk = amk if n G m 
and bnk = 0 if n > M and let c,k = ank - bnk. Then ak = bk + ck. 
Similarly we write a = b + c. Since bak -+ b, as k -+ CO, bk -% b, 
which implies ck -+ c. Thus 
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Since 11 ,5,1/-l is bounded and {I\ A,$, II> E S’, the right-hand side 
converges to zero as K --+ co. Thus, we have proven (A). 
The proof of (B) is similar to the proof of (A); we sketch only the 
construction of qz~ = n @& r+~~ in the proof of necessity. Suppose 
7(A, x) 3_ S’, and suppose that there exists a positive integer r such 
that 
fs 4mnxn 3 xn) = co* n=l IAl>l/n' 
Let a, = nr; then (an);=1 E S’ but the sequence (a,A,}&r does not 
satisfy Condition (3) of Theorem 2.4 for c = 1 which contradicts 
the assumption that T(A, x) 1 S’. Thus 
9 4(E,nxn 3 xn) < 00 n=l jAl>l/n' 
for all positive integers r. Choose an integer K, such that 
Having chosen K, choose KI+, > k, such that 
.%,, s (A,>l,nz+’ 4(-4”xw , xn) > lPfl. 
For n < k, , let yn be any vector in D(A,); for k, < 12 < KI+, - I, 
define qua = E”[- l/n”, 1 /nq xn . Then 
which implies that 9” = @z=r y’n E H(x). Clearly yn E D(A,) and 
since II A,v, II ,< 1/ d f or n > k, we have (11 A,v, Il}& E S. 
We note that by the Trotter-Kato Theorem, the continuity of the 
map {a,>& -+ Cz-, anAn proven here is stronger than is usually 
proven in Quantum Field Theory, namely that convergence in the 
test function space implies convergence of the exponentiated fields 
(see [I] or [3]). Since Schwartz space, Y(P), is isomorphic to S [8], 
Theorem 4.1 shows how to construct representations where the field, 
944 = CL %Qn 2 or its conjugate momentum, n(b) = Cz=, b,$, , 
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can be smeared with very singular test functions (in fact, all tempered 
distributions). However, the theorem applies separately to 9) and n, 
that is, if the test function space for q is large, the test function space 
for 7~ will be small. This statement is made precise by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. In any infinite tensor product representation of the 
canonical commutation relations: 
(a) +J, x> 2S’ * +, x> CS, 
(b) +J, x) Z S =z= +-, x) _C S’, 
(c) +, x) 2 S’ 3 +J, x) c s, 
(d) +, x) > S * +, x) C ~3’. 
Proof. We suppose T(P), x) I S’ then by Theorem 4.1 there is a 
CO-vector, y = @,“cI vn E H(x) such that {II qnqJn 11>~x1 E S. Suppose 
(b,),“=, 4 5’. We will show that @,“=1 exp(itb,p,) q + p which shows 
that @& exp(itb,p,) is not reduced by II&); i.e. that {bn}& $ T(w, x). 
Since {b,}& 6 S, there is a constant a and a positive integer I such 
that 1 b, 1 > a/n2 for n E P, an infinite set of positive integers. Since 
{II 4nvn l&L E s> we can choose a constant so that for all n 
or 
G ‘I 9h ”(S ls,<l,n’+’ I dx + Q)12 L)“’ + (&)I” II ‘pn II- 
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Now fix t > 0 and choose N such that n > N implies that 
ta/n’ >, 2/nr+l. Then for n E P, n > N, and b, > 0 we have 
s ,z,~l,nl+’ I %Gc + WI2 dx 
I 
b,t+U/n’+‘) 
= I P)~(Y)? dr G jm I v)n(~>l~ dr 
b,t-(l/nz+‘) at/d-(l/n’+‘) 
s 
m < 
l/n"+1 
I T-+JY)I~ dyG & II vn l12. 
Similarly 
1 le,~l,nl+’ I dx + WI2 dx G & II vn II2 if b, < 0. 
Thus for n E P and n > N, 
Since I/ ~~ 11 --t 1 as n -+ co, there are infinitely many n for which 
j(exp(itb,p,) vn , v,)i < 3 which implies that @ exp(itb,p,) 9) + v. 
Thus {b,)& $ ~(m, x), which implies T(~T, x) _C S. 
To prove (b) suppose that T(T, x) 2 S. Then Theorem 4.1 shows 
that there is a c,-vector y = @ vn E H(x) such that {II qnvn 112};s1 E 5”. 
Further, it follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that there is a 
positive integer r such that Jlrlanr I y,(x)12 dx < d/nr for some d and 
all n. Now let (b,} be a sequence of real numbers, {bn)~zl $5”. Then 
for an infinite number of n, I b, / 2 nr+l. Using these inequalities 
it is easy to show as in the proof of (a) that 
will be small for large n which implies @ exp(itb,p,) v + q, and 
{b,} $ $72, x). Thus T(T, x) c S’. 
Relations (c) and (d) follow from the symmetry of qn and p, under 
the Fourier transform. 
In certain representations the test function space for the field and 
the space for the conjugate momentum (or any linear combination) 
can both be made reasonably large. Let {&(x); k = 0, 1,2,...) denote 
the normalized Hermite functions. A representation of the CCR on 
a space H(x) is said to have bounded occupation numbers, if 
x = 02~ h,Jx), where {n&h is any sequence of nonnegative 
integers satisfying supk {nIc> < co. The Fock representation is just 
the case where nk = 0 for all k. The following theorem shows that 
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as far as test function spaces for the field are concerned, representations 
with bounded occupation numbers have the same nice properties 
as the Fock representation. The continuity statement extends a 
recent result of J. Chaiken [I]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let x = @km,lhnt(x) and supk nk < 00. If 
‘({ak}~~l~ {bk}gcl) e I2 x 12, then ckql akqk f bkpk is self-adjoint on H(x). 
Further, there exists a domain D, C H(x) on which all the operators 
{ck”=l akfkxt b&c ; (lakh &d) E 1, x la) are essentially self-adjoint. If 
(an, b”) 2 (a, b), then ckm_l aknqk + bknp, + %a akqk + b,p, 
strongly on D, . 
Proof. Suppose ({a,}, {bk}) E Z2 X Z2 . Since the Hermite functions 
are either even or odd and invariant under the Fourier transform 
l((akqk + b,p,) h,+ , hmJ = 0. Further, since hltk is one of a finite 
.collection of Hermite functions which appear in the vector 
x = @,& hnk(x), there exists an M,, independent of Iz such that 
(takqk + bkpk)’ hnn 9 h,) < Mot%’ -b bk2). Thus 
gl (twk + bkc7k12 k, , k,) < ~0 
which by COrOllary 2.5 shows that ccz1 a,& + bkpk iS self-adjoint 
on H(X). The proof of Theorem 2.6 shows that x is a strong conver- 
gence vector so by Theorem 2.2 C;c”=, a& + bkpk is essentially 
self-adjoint on D, , the finite span of (9’ = @km,1 vk ; vk E Y(R), 
yk = hnt for k > M, M arbitrary}. If 
(@rc”L , @knlL) a @kL , {bkl”) 
and 4 E D, , then 4 has the form # = #M @ @gm=M+l hnk(x) and 
il (ak?k + bknPk) # - jl (ak4k + bkpk) # I(a 
II 
g @kn - 4 4k + (bk” - bk) Pk) vhf 
ii 
2 < 2 
k=l 
+ 2 f (@kn - uk) t?k + tbkn - bn)Pk)2 h, > bk) /I #M iI2 
k=M+l 
< 2 
II 
F (bk” - ak) qk f h” - bk) Pk) hf 2 
k-l 
+ 4”, 11 #M iI2 i @kn - uk)2 + @kn - bk)2. 
k=M+l 
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The first term goes to zero as n --f CO since akn --+ ak , bf* -+ b, for 
each K, the second term because 
5. THE FREE FIELD IN REPRESENTATIONS WITH POLYNOMIALLY 
BOUNDED OCCUPATION NUMBERS 
If we quantize in a space cube of volume I’, the formal expression 
for the time dependent free field of mass m is 
v(X, t) = (l/l/v) 1 (l/%“%&os(k ’ X - Wi$) qk - sin(k * X - &)p,‘), 
k 
where wk = (k * k + m2)li2, k = (K, , k, , Ks) runs over all 3-tuples 
such that cos(k * x) and sin(k * x) are periodic in B. If we use the qk 
and p, of the Fock representation, then it is well known that cp(*, t). 
is a well-defined operator valued distribution satisfying the Wightman 
axioms (for the discrete case). The following theorem says that if 
we choose for {Q~ , p,> any representation with polynomially bounded 
occupation numbers, then v( *, t) will be a well-defined time-dependent 
operator valued distribution with many of the same nice properties 
of the free field in the Fock representation. The test function space 
which we use is Cpm(B) the infinitely differentiable, real-valued, 
periodic functions on B. Because we have quantized in a box, the 
symmetry group is T3 (the three-dimensional torus) which acts on 
f(x) E Cpffi(B) b y t ranslating the argument modulo B. The represen- 
tations with polynomially-bounded occupation number are just the 
natural p’s and p’s acting on the separable subspaces of @,L2(R} 
generated by CO-vectors of the form x = Ok hnk(x), n, a nonnegative 
integer satisfying 1 nk 1 < C,(l + 1 k I>’ for some constant, CO , and 
positive integer r. We remark that indexing the p’s and Q’S by 3-tuples 
instead of positive integers makes no difference in the theorems in 
the previous sections. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (p, , qk}k b e a representation of the CCR with 
polynomially-bounded occupation numbers on a Hilbert space X. Then there 
exists a domain D C X such that v( *, t) is a time-dependent operator valued 
distribution from Cpm(B) to the self-adjoint operators on X satisfying: 
(1) For all f E Cpm(B) and t E R, q( f, t) is essentially self-adjoint 
on D. If #ED, Af, t) # is an infinitely differentiable vector-valued 
function which satis$es 
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(2) Let n(f, t) = (d/dt) tp(f, t). Then for all f E Cpm(B) and 
t E R, ?T( f, t) is essentially self-adjoint on D. Further, $ f, g E Cpm(B), 
then p’( f, t) D C D, ?T( g, t) D C D, 
[df9 t), 4s 91 = i [Bf(4 ~$4 dx on D 
and the family {q~( f, t), r( g, t); f, g E Cpm(B)} is irreducible. 
(3) If f% CDm(B)+ f, then dfn , t) # - d f, t> # and 
4fn 2 t> # - 4f, t) (I, fwany #ED. 
(4) There exists on X a strongly continuous unitary representation, 
U(a, , a2, a3) V(t), of R3 x R such that U(a, , a2, a3) D C D, 
V(t) D C D, and 
u(al , a2 ,aJ cp(f (x), t)u(al , a2 , a&l = v(f (x + a), t) 
w> 9J(f (x)9 0) W)-l = v(f ($2 t) 
for all f E Cpm(B) and t E R. (By x + a we mean addition module B.) 
Proof. We sketch the proof. We may take X to be H(x) where 
x = Ok hnk , 1 n, 1 < C,,( 1 + / k I)‘. Let S,(Sa) be the set of real- 
valued (complex-valued) rapidly decreasing sequences {ak}k , and 
let Y(R) denote Schwartz space. We define 
D,, = 
I 
4 = @ & ; #k a Hermite function, & = h,,, 
k 
for 1 k 1 3 M, M arbitrary . 
I 
D,, = finite Spm /$b = @ #I( ; a,bk E Y(R), $bk = h, 
k 
for 1 k 1 > M, M arbitrary . 
I 
D = 
I 
c cm+“; &I> E %, #” = @ b2h.k) E Do,,, 
m k 
and Q(m, k) d C(! k I + 1)” (I m I + I)‘2 
for some positive integers Y, , r2 and constant C . 
I 
It is not hard to show that D,, C D, C D C H(x). 
Suppose {cak , bk)}k ’ % x 8 ) then a short computation (using 
the fact that n, < C&l + 1 k I)‘) shows that x = Ok hnk is a strong 
convergence vector for {a& + bkpk} on H(x). Therefore (by Theorem 
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2.2) zk a,q, + bkpk is essentially self-adjoint on D, , since (ukpk + b&J 
is essentially self-adjoint on Y(R). Now, for f E Cx,m(B) define 
4) = 1/2;mk - s /(xl co@ - x- wd) dx, 
bk(t) = 1/21iu, - 
s 
/(x) cos(k . x - a@) dx, 
and set v( f, t) = Ck a,(t) qk + &(t) p, . Then because of the 
smoothness of f(x), {(a,(t), bk(t))}k E S, x S, which implies that, 
for each t, ~(f, t) is essentially self-adjoint on D, . Now 
suppose # = C, c,#” E D. Then &,,IGM c,,,$~ E D, for all M and 
ClmlGM GA@” + C, c,#~. Since P’ = Ok &,,,k) and 
Qb k) < C(l + i m I)” (1 + I k I)‘*, 
il(ak(t) !!k + bk(t) Pk) 4” 11 = Il(ak(t) !?k + bk(t) Pk) hQh.k) // 
= 1 ak(t)l )I ( 
Q(m, k) + 1 1/Z 
) h%k)+l + (@(m, w2 hQ(m.k)-l /i 
(5.1) 
+ 1 bk(t)i ii(t$?(m, W”” hQh.k)-l - (@(m, k) + 8)l’” hQ(m.k)+l /! 
< (t ak@)i + 1 bk(t)i)(&,C)(l + 1 m I)rl’z (1 + 1 k ~)T2’2. 
It follows easily that ~JJ( f, t) C,m,GM c,&~ converges as M -+ co which 
implies D C D(v( f, t)) and v( f, t)l D is essentially self-adjoint. 
The reason for choosing D instead of the simpler domain D, is that 
q( f, t) D C D which may be seen as follows. Using the relations 
we can write 
df, t, 1 ‘ndrn = ,c, Cm(uk(t) qk + bk(t) pk) @ h2h 1) 
m I 
where 
/ d;.k 1 f 2 j ‘AII 1 (I &)I + / bk(t)l)Q(m, W2 (5.2) 
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and !+%+” = 81 hQ,(m.k,I) 
sum %,k d,k ‘h?” 
with Q(m, k, 1) < Q(m, 1) + 1. The double 
can be written as a single sum c,, e,,jtijD so that if 
pO corresponds to (m,, , $), 
4 m. I2 + I ko I”> G I PO I G c2(l m. I2 + I k, 1”). 
pJ-J+ oy,D E s2 9 since (di,l> E s, x s, . Furthermore, if 
X I Q,@,>l) 3 then 
Qdpo, 1) = Qdmo9 ko, 4 < C(1 + I m. IP (1 + I j IP + 1 
< C’(1 + I po ly2 (1 + I l I)‘“. 
Thus v( f, 2) C, cm+” = C?==, Cl qljl E D. 
Suppose 
then if # = C,,, c,# E D, 
lb k hk?fk + bknPk) + - c @kqk + bkpk) 4 11 k 
G C I Cm I (I ukn - uk I + I bkn - bk I)(11 qk$m ll + IIPk#m II) 
km 
< c I Cm I (I al;” - 4 1 + I bn - h lX4OQ(k m) + illi2 
km 
and this goes to zero as n -+ co since Q(k, m) is polynomially bounded 
and {cm> E 3s . Now, if fn CvOD(B)* f, then integration by parts and a 
simple estimate show that 
{(akn”(t), bkn(t)jk $$ @k@>* bk(t)jk 
so q( fiz , t) converges strongly to p’( f, t) on D. 
To prove the differentiability of y( f, t) # we observe that 
k” uk(t + d - uk(t) 
s - uk’@) I 
x sup cos(k * x - wk(t + s)) - cos(k * x - a&) 
B I s 
- wL sin(k ’ X - Wkt) 
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Since 01 was arbitrary, {[a&t + s) - ~~(t)]/s}~ % (a,‘(t)& and similarly 
C[bk(t + 4 - ww >I6 s -% &‘Wk - Thus, &Ui t + 4 - dW # 
converges to Cr (u;(t) qk + &‘(t) p,J # as s + 0. Repeating the same 
proof shows that y( f, t) ZJ is infinitely differentiable. A simple 
integration by parts shows that 
+ ( jfcx, wk2 sin(k ’ X - wkt) dX $, i I 
((d - WZ”)f(X)) cos(k ’ X - w,‘t) dX t& 
+ (j ((A - m”)f(x>) sin& ’ x - Wkt) dx) p,l 
We now define rr( f, t) = djdt p’( f, t). The proofs of the properties 
of rr( f, t) are similar to the proofs for q( f, t) and the fact that 
Mf9 9, a 91 = i Sf 64 g(x) d x is a straightforward calculation. 
By taking linear combinations of v( f, t) and n( g, t) with appropriate 
test functions we can recover all the operators {qk , pk}. Since this set 
is irreducible [S], so is the family (v( f, t), r( g, t); f, g E C,“(B, )}. 
Let {A& be any sequence of real numbers. Then x = ok hnk(x) is 
a strong convergence vector for {Ak( pk2 + qk2 - (2n, + l))jk in H(x). 
Since hk( pk2 + qk 2 - (2n, + 1)) is essentially self-adjoint on ,Y(li), 
Theorem 2.2 shows that Ck hk( pk2 + qk2 - (2nk + 1)) is essentially 
self-adjoint on D,, . If # = C, c,z,P E D then 
/I ;\k(pk2 + qk2 - (2nk + 1) #” /I < 2 1 xk 1 K?&, m) + ch(l t / k I)‘) 
from which it follows that D C 0(x, hk( pk2 + qk2 - (2~2, + 1))) if 
/ h, / is polynomially bounded. Theorem 2.6 shows that the group 
generated by xk hk( pk2 + qk2 - (2~2, + 1)) is 
uA(t) = @ exp(ihkt(pk2 + qk2 - (znk + 1))). 
k 
Since UA(t) z,4 = C,,, cmUA(t) @” = C, c,,,z,+~ where 1 z, 1 = 1, we 
have UA(t) D C D. 
We now define H,, = Ck (w,/2)( pk2 + qk2 - (2n, + 1)) 
pi = c ki(pk2 + qk2 - (2nk + I)), i= 1,2,3, k= (k,,K,,k,). 
k 
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HO and {Pi} are essentially self-adjoint on D and D is invariant under 
U(a, , a2 , u3) = exp(i &, ai * Pi) and V(t) = exp(--itH,,). A short 
computation with Hermite functions shows that on L2(R) 
exp ih ( ( -IiY dxe + xP))(m + f -f-) exp (--ih (s + 9)) 
The properties of p’( f, t) stated in 4) follow immediately. This 
completes the proof. 
We remark that the Fock representation differs from the other 
representations with polynomially-bounded occupation numbers in 
two ways. First of all, in each representation there is a vector (namely 
x = Ok &(x), the vector which generates the space) which is 
invariant under the corresponding U(a, , a2, u2) and V(t) and is 
thus a candidate to be called the “vacuum.” But, only in the Fock 
representation will it be annihilated by all the operators {qk + $J~}~ 
and furthermore the vacuum expectation values computed with 
~(f, t) and rr( g, t) using this vacuum, equal the vacuum expectation 
values of the “free” field only in the Fock representation. Secondly, 
it is not hard to see that the generator of V(t) will be semi-bounded 
only in Fock representation (it follows immediately from Theorem 
3.3). Therefore, U(a, , u2, as) V(t) will satisfy the spectral condition 
only in the Fock representation. We note that the proof of Theorem 
5.1 implies the result of Klauder and McKenna [3] that the maps 
Y(F) + eiq(f), Y(P(R3) -+ eiR(j) make sense and are continuous in 
the representations with polynomial-bounded occupation numbers. 
6. HAMILTONIANS 
The theorems of Sections 2 and 3 apply directly to any Hamiltonian 
in diagonal form, that is, of the form Cr=r A, where A, is a function 
only of p, and qk . Unfortunately, interaction Hamiltonians of this 
form have only pedagogical interest; all physically interesting 
Hamiltonians have cross terms. Nevertheless, we can treat some of 
these nondiagonal examples if the coefficients of the off-diagonal 
terms are small enough. For example, consider the formal operator 
El 7 (pk2 +qk2) + k,; R hmw&%!7&, . 
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We write it in the form 
(the prime means there are no terms where k = I = m = n). Now 
suppose the dkkkk are nonnegative, but otherwise arbitrary. Then 
(d2/dx2) + x2 + dkkkkx4 is essentially self-adjoint on Y(R) CL2(li) 
and has point spectrum, rk , of multiplicity one as lowest point in 
its spectrum; let xk be the corresponding eigenfunction. If we choose 
for (qk , pk} the representation of the CCR on the infinite tensor 
product space generated by x = @z=i xk , then 
will be essentially self-adjoint on the domain D, C H(X) (Theorem 2.2). 
If the off-diagonal dklmn are sufficiently small then 2’ dkl,,qkqlq,q, 
can be estimated in terms of the diagonal part (in the sense of Kato). 
The whole operator (with the subtractions {TV} will then be essentially 
self-adjoint on D, . Further analysis of the spectrum of the whole 
operator can be carried out be treating it as an analytic perturbation 
of the diagonal part (for more details see [7]). The smallness conditions 
on the off-diagonal coefficients are too strong to include the physical 
case where 
Nevertheless, our Hamiltonian has an infinite number of connected 
modes which, in some sense, gives a better approximation to the 
“physical” Hamiltonian than cutting off the high modes altogether. 
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APPENDIX 
The Injkite Tensor Product of Hilbert Spaces 
In this Appendix we briefly describe the construction of the infinitt. 
tensor product of Hilbert spaces, due to von Neumann; [s]. 
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Let {fL),oI be a family of Hilbert spaces, I a not necessarily 
countable index set. Let z, : I -+ c. 
DEFINITION. J’Jaol z, is said to converge to a limit 5 if given 6 > 0, 
there exists a finite set Is C I such that for all finite sets J, I, C J C I, 
we have 
DEFINITION. nae, z, is said to be quasi-convergent if nrrsI 1 z, 1 
is convergent. If nuCl z, is quasi-convergent its value is defined as: 
i 
rI % if fl z, is convergent 
UPI OGI 
0 otherwise. 
DEFINITION. Suppose fw E H, for each 01 E I and 
ZI I I!.h III& - 1 I < WY 
then the symbol @a.1 fa is called a co-vector. 
We note that if @ fa is a co-vector then I-j 11 fa 11 converges and is not 
zero unless some fe is the zero vector (we have dropped the 01 E I in 
products and tensor products). As a scalar product on these c,-vectors 
we take 
(0 L 7 0 A%) = l--WE P &hf, * 
That this scalar product makes sense follows from 
LEMMA A.l.l. If l’-I I/ fa 11 converges, so does n 11 fu /12. 
LEMMA A. 1.2. If n jl fU I/ and n II g, II converge then n( fE , gal) is 
quasi-convergent. 
We now extend this scalar product in the natural way to finite 
linear combinations of c,-vectors. The proof that it is positive semi- 
definite on such finite linear combinations is nontrivial and uses the 
following notion of equivalence. 
DEFINITION. Two c,-vectors @ fa and Qg, are said to be equiv- 
alent (written -) if C I( f& , ga) - 1 I < co. 
LEMMA A.1.3: - is an equivalence relation. 
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LEMMA A.1.4. If @fa and Q g, are two c,-vectors which belong 
to d@erent equivalence classes (0 fa , @ gU) = 0. If they belong to the 
same equivalence class then (0 fa , @ gR) = 0 if and only if 
(fti,g& =OforsomeorEI. a 
LEMMA A.1.5. (s, *) is positive definite on finite linear combinations 
of co-vectors. 
DEFINITION. The infinite tensor product of the Hilbert spaces 
H, (written H = Q H,) is the completion of the set of finite linear 
combinations of CO-vectors under the scalar product (e, *). 
Let E be the set of equivalence classes of c,-vectors, then from 
Lemma A.l.4 it is clear that H can be written as a direct sum 
H = 2 Qea H, where H, is the closure of the finite linear com- 
binations of CO-vectors in the equivalence class e. Actually the following 
lemma shows that we may think of H, as being “generated” by a 
single c,-vector in e. 
LEMMA A.l.6. Let e be an equivalence class of c,-vectors and 
x = @ xII E e. Then the fkite span of 
{$ = @ *, , *a = xa except for a finite number of a El) 
is dense in H, . 
We will therefore write H(X) instead of H, . That is H(X) is the 
subspace of H generated by the c,-vector x = @ xU . We have of 
course H = C 0, H(X) w h ere we allow in the sum only one x from 
each equivalence class. We will refer to the subspaces H(x) as infinite 
tensor product spaces and to H as the infinite tensor product of the 
Hilbert spaces H, . We have also: 
LEMMA A. 1.7. In each equivalence class there is a c,-vector 
x=oxc. with /I xU llHa = 1 for all OL EI. 
LEMMA A.1.8. If I is countable and each H, is separable, then each 
of the infinite tensor product spaces H(X) is separable. 
Finally we have the notion of weak equivalence. 
DEFINITION. Two CO-vectors @ fu and @g, are said to be weakly 
equivalent (written =) ifC I I(fa ,gA -1 I < 00. 
LEMMA A. 1.9 : w is an equivalence relation. 
We note that weak equivalence is weaker than equivalence. 
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